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SUBMISSION POINTS: General comments 

I ~ uppo1i Uk uv,,r ,, 11 i1 ;lcn1 c,f U ,,_· Pl:.;11 Chui 11y·, whic I 1 1·c qui1 e~, chi:.! 11(_;0:s to be tnzide HS to how lc:1nd is managed, to ensure water quality is improved within 
the Waikato and Waipa catchments. 

I support the submission that has been lodged by Federated Farmers. I am particularly concerned about the following aspects of Plan Change 1: 

• The significant negative effect on rural communities 
The cost and practicality of the rules particularly the over ambitious rules to register all properties over 2ha by March 2019. 

• The effect that the Nitrogen Reference Point will have on businesses and economic wellbeing. 
• Tile Farm Environment plan requirements leading to unnecessary and costly regulation of inputs, outputs, normal farming activity and business 

information 
The costs and p1·acticsdity of tho rules and requirements for stock exclusion, the Nitrogen Reference Point and the Farm Environment Plan. 
The timefrarnes for complying with the Nitrogen Reference Point rules which are too short and unachievable 
The Nitrogen Reference Point being final, and non negotiable 

• Tile plan significantly exceeding the 10 year targets in many attributes and areas, and the effect this will have on both farming activity and rural 
communities. 

• The 10 year targets don't allow for historical actions that have occurred since the water monitoring was done, so overstating the compliance required 
• The lack of science and monitoring at the sub catchments level 

The exclusion of major point source contaminators from the initial period 
• The lack of science within the OVERSEER model, and the lack of research to collaborate with the modelling 

I wish to be heard at the Hearing. 

I set out my concerns more specifically in the table below. 



SUBMISSION POINTS: Specific comments 

Slrp:·,srt er 
Oppose 

-T;",~c is ion so-u--g-ht ____________ -----.-G-i_v_e_R_e_a_s_o_n_s---------------~ 

l'fo (e.g. f 1olicy, 01· kule 
number) 

----------+---- - ------- --- ------

14 

15 

w,-,tE:r Quality and 
National Policy 
statement 

Background and 
Explanation: 

Full achievement of the 
vision and strategy \vill 
be intergenerational 

Support with 
ammendment 

Support th0 
vision subject 
to more 
achievable 
and realistic 
targets 

Say what e;hanges to Plan Change 1 you 
would like 

------- ------- - - --+-----------------------------1 

Paragraph 2 Current Water Quality needs 
to be defined 

Parngraph 1: clear definition of the 
standards of the water quality that allows 
food to be taken from, and swimmable that 
is in relation to start point data. 

Paragraph 2: The 10-year period to achieve 
the 10% of the required change needs to be 
reduced to be attainable and realistic 

What is the current water quality results and when were 
they done? If in 2010-2014 then by the time these plans 
arc introduced then the target would have shifted due to 
historical actions- refer page 15 paragraph 3 

The 80-year periou for water quality is identified as 
unachievable and uneconomic due to the lack of present 
day technology. 

Due to both technological, social, and economic 
constraints, the response cannot expect to be linear; 
therefore, the achievement of 10% of the 80year 
objective in a ten-year period is very overstated. If the 
current water quality figures relate to monitoring levels 
in 2010-2014 then the actual current water quality 
figures are likely to be higher, due to historical 
contaminants, at the start of the implementation. This 
along with the fact that not all of the contaminants 
going into the river are included in the ten-year period 
puts more pressure on the sectors which are included, 
and therefore substantially raises the amount of 
reduction of these sectors .. So, you are trying to use a 
partial sector of the discharges to impact the change on 
the total reduction target. This being municipal and 
industrial levels not being assessed within this period. 
For example, if agriculture is responsible for 33% of 



Page 
No 

16 

Reference 

(l' ~: ir(~!ir:/, O! ! '! itr 

11u111bcr) 

Rev;, \\,;ug 1Jrngn.,::,,::, 
iuw,uJs dchicviug lhc 

vision and strategy 

i 

Support or 
Oppose 

Suµµurt ::,ubjcci 

to amcnJme11l 

I Decision sought 

r. :_ \Ur, \ ( r :.nc;t' )(" P!ar1 ~hEmge 1 you 
would like 

Pvr;:,grnph A 8mend worrling of NRP point; 
" 8 r,roperty scale nitrogen reference point 
to be established by modelling current 
nutrient losses from each property, (to 
delete) with no property being allo1.ved to 
c~ceed its reference point in the future (and 
replace with) with future NRP to be 
recalculated as new scientific evidence and 
new technology becomes available. 

Give Reasons 

-- - ---- ------ ------ ---~--- ---~-~-----

pullutan1s i1l1t1 rivt:J::,, and an overall reduction of 10 % 
is expected in the first ten-year period, then this would 
require a 30% reduction 111 pollutants within the 
agriculture sector in order to res uh in a I 0% reduction 
without reducing other pollutants inputs. (figures used 
as examples and are not factual) 

Due to ongomg technological advances and more 
reliable scicncr, the NRP cannot be assumed to always 
lx- at the point assessed under current modelling. 
There 1s a definite lack of science behind the 
OVERSEER model, and all models are only as good as 
the initial data that was used to develop them. There 
was no soil science done in NZ to determine the losses 
from farming systems into the waterways, and certainly 
never from systems that are under current practice 
today with increased supplementation, and production 
both from animals and pastures. 
In my experience when we have monitored fertiliser 
lines, under higher stocking rates, production and feed 
inputs, the fertility of those same lines has decreased
not increased as predicted by OVERSEER. 

All discharges inside the Waikato catchment should be 
a part of the change, with not just targets on farmers. 



lj Page 
No 

,:1' v :'r !ir'\', (l• ! , !r 

nu1qhr--r) 

~- --t---

27 Section 3.11.2 
objectives: Objective 
3 

I 
i 
I 

I 

Sup-p:,rf or 
Oppose 

I Dc-.;cision sought 

.-. ,, ,,_ i1 .. ·l ( ~ -[·:r;,, ~r, Ptc .. :1 t:'hpnge 1 you 
I \vou!d !ikc · 

I r- I' 'I' I' I- ,.. -,-, II ,1/''I' .,, ~-- _, '111dL'~tr'1- 1 no;nt ,, 
1 , '-:8 \; _111 \, 111·. ! ~ 1 J'-' ul 1(J A;;::> (:>I I" l 

disc!,81 gc::, will be:o rcquircrl to review their 
difeh0rge"' This vvi!! h~t1 pE'n as-the-c--Hfrern 
,:c1n:,cnt-tenns-B*J)HB (replace with) this will 
happen alongside the plan change with all 
current consents being up for review 

/\mend the first paragraph to delete "on farm 
&di-0RS" and n=~place 11vith "lr=-ind based and 
recreational actions" 
"and point sources discharges revimved as 
cxistffi§- - resour-Be--c-eflte-Ats- come up for 
renei.t,al" replace with "existing resource 

___ ----~consents to be reviewed, 

Support 
subject to 
amendments 

"sufficient to achieve ten percent of the 
required change" replace with "to achieve 
sufficient change " 

"Current water quality" changed to "water 
quality in 2010-2014" 

Give Reasons 

- - --- - ----- -----. - --

Tli L' SL 111L111icip,il anJ i11du::,irial consci1ts need to be 
reviewed and changes to be made to comply with the 
proposed pLm, v,ithout waiting for the term to expire. 
Farmers arc having their consents rcvaluated well 
before the expiration date. Municipal and industrial 
discharge along the catchment area would have a 
substantial effect on the water quality. E.g. storm water 
discharge. (petrol, fuel, rubber, detergents) 

This allows for all contributors to the contaminant of 
water quality to be required to take action. 

Municipal and industrial discharge should be reduced 
by the same percentage of contamination as agriculture. 
This puts the responsibility on all sectors to reduce 
contamination at the same rate. 

The response is not linear, therefore the change at the 
start would be expected to be less due to historic 
actions, therefore the IO % target is unrealistic. The 80-
year target has already been stated as being unrealistic 
As already stated if the water quality at the start of 
implementation is already lower than the current water 
quality then it will be total impossible to achieve the 10 
year target of a 80 year objective, which has already 
been stated to be unachievable. 

The water quality needs to be defined 
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r,,uc 
' r,10 

i 

56 

57 

I I 1,,!;,.,,, 

I i:ll;;..i1x,1i- _, 

~~-'(,,tor I nc,r~ision sought 
rpose ,.. ,, ',1[, \ l r ,,~;,' 

would Hke 

Add in afler "water quality attribute targets" 
dud i11 "101-cacl! rno11itor1119 site listed 1n 
table 3.11-1. 

Give Reasons 

The siks in table 3. l 1 1 me rnouil01ing sites only, and 
arc not indicative of sulJ catchment water quality due to 
the sites not being at the end of the sub catchments. The 
objective 3 states water quality for each sub catchment 

. -------+--------------------+-----------------------------< 

3.11.6 Object The achievement of the attribute targets 1n 
table 3.11-1 will be determined through 
analysis of 5-yearly monitoring data 

These sites are monitoring sites only and not indicative 
of :-;ub catchments, therefore data interpretation could 
be skewed. Explanatory note to 

3.11-1 

Table 3.11-1 

The variability of water quality (such as due 
to seasonal and climatic events, add in or 
natural events) and the variable response 
times .... 

There are also other factors which could influence 
water quality, particularly sediment levels, which can 
occur due to natural disasters. There is no explanation 
how these natural disasters may affect the level of 
sediment mcreases, and how this would implicate 
targets not being achieved. For example, if an 
earthquake happens, and sediment from landslides 
enter waterways, does this mean that farmers then need 
to decrease their discharge further to reach the required 
targets set. 
As sub catchment water quality targets are not in the 
plan change, there is no assistance for land owners to 
show a correlation between land action and water 
effect. This is particularly due to time lags in measured 
water quality. 



~;~r~~?~ue~)~;~-. ------ ---1 Stl[il I ,11 ,,, . - -· 1 r1:'1 is~n SOlf;~~- --------
--------------------------------- -----------------

' ·,.1 ... \, ·,, . ii, I Opposp I ~ r , , ,·.,, ~· l"'k 1 
J ·' ~, ,,·1[':·1n?t1gR jt0U 

11urnbci) i _ j vvoot(t Ul~c, 
I n • I 1 • · -· ·• - - - -

dJ.1_i 1H.:,, \, .CI1 /'v,d 11, Cli,i·,·11t 1Nater quality (2010-:-'01 '1) 
amcmlments values 

Give Reasons 

- .. 

Tu '.,1101\ compan~u11 frum current to future water 
quality levels to allmv forinc1 s to gain an understanding 
of the level of change needed. 

~ ·---f-------------+------- ---- --1---- -- ----·- ---------------+--------------------------1 

29 Reasons for adopting 
objective 3 

Support with 
amendments 

Change §eaIB to targets, 

CI 1"'11ye M-aBflfevement to realistic 
achievement 

Arld in after "vision and strategy", 1st 

paragraph, "as noted in the explanation to 
table 3.11-1 on page 56, water quality 
targets are not intended to be used directly 
as receiving water compliance 
limits/standards 

-- --'-- ---------- -------- ·--+---- --- -- ' -----------

30 3.11.3 Policies 

Policy 1 

Support with 
amendments 

Change policy 1 to include diffuse and point 
of source discharges 

b) add in "through a managed approach" 

c) add in "sheep" 

add in point d): requiring point of source 
activities with moderate high levels of 
contaminant to reduce to their discharges to 
water bodies through a managed approach 

Because it states targets in the explanatory notes m 
3.11-6 on page 56. 

The Plan already states that 80-ycar target m 
unachievable 

These monitoring sites are not sub catchments so 
cannot be used in a direct manner. 

All the policies are directed at farmers, where the whole 
sector needs to be included. 

The definition at the moment is too broad 
There is no clear reason why sheep are excluded 

Even playing field across all sectors. 
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I V No I, : I 
I I ~ ~ , ' I I 1 

\ ~' J 

I 1Ui i :f 1C:) 

Pulicy 2 

Policy 13 

- --Tsu
1
,;-. :-;-~~- -T n(, ~;;c,~~ught 

I OrmnsP- I n r , • 
,,, I ' , .<1 • 

-~ -~---- ,. 1-·- ----
Give Reasons 

- ~ /4'1' I.: ' r ;·:t: ,,ft,·ng0 f ~1 1111 

Oppose a) 

j w,;uicHlk~ · 
0 

; il(~~l 1i1·i1·:(J slo_c:_~ cxclu~ion to- IJe ~omple~ed 
, , 11, ti I U 11 ( e /8, 11., fnllow1ng thr: date., hy wh,c.h 
I ;: f;-,1T11 environn1ent plan must be provided to 

tlw i:01111cil, (add in) ond _ where _W8ter 
rn_tjc_ula1i911_ is already _rnlied over_ the 
l,ll[_h_ole farm other farms (e.g. hill country 
sheep and been to be assessed on an 
economic and environmental basis. 
Removed "or in any case no later than 1st 

July 2026 

Remove (a) completely 

\\later consL·nls arc ,1'1 c;irl) m c1 allucatcd throughout 
the \Vaibt, 1./Waip:1 ni1chmcnts, therefore the 
cu11straint:.:; of' frnm~ [hat do not have water reticulation 
are negatively impacted by this policy. Fencing all 
waterways in hill country is economically unfeasible 
within these time frames. 
Also dams on dry stock farms would require fencing so 
if cant get water reticulation how would stock get 
access to water. This will reduce the productive area of 
the farms and can dl:'crease both the farm value and 
make it uneconomic to farm. This will have a chain 
effect across the communities. 

Consent terms exceeding 25 years could restrict 
potential advances in contamination reduction through 
improved technology and science. Policy needs to be 
even across all sectors., which means that point sources 
should not have different time frames for consents in 
regards to contamination. 

~--+---------------+--------+-----------------------+----'""---~ ---------------7 



1'1 -~I R-:-~ ,-.. -;1.~~~-1;~~ - orr,~'.'.'r 
: ,;,,r/ iow intensity 

;, : HLlng AcUviiies 

-------~-- ---- -~-----

T!ic ! 8nd cirer::, luss than, 01 nqual to 4 1ha 
!-.hould be excluded 

7 :;hc,tild include sheep 

5. the stocking 1·ate is less than 6SU/ha 

---- - ~-- -- ------------~ 

Most of 1i10se prnpe1iic~. aren't fc11-inerl and there is 
suL,~ii.,11ti::I cost 111\'(Jiv::r: i.Jlltl: to i11f· l;,,1d owner and to 
ih(' r,n!"• :! rr,r vnIy little q;1111 

If U,l: :,[u\._l,1119 1c1ic 1::, C,::?-U/l1a li1tn G sl1eep"' 1 steer so 
if cattle orr, to be excluded from waterways why 
wouldn't sl1eep be excluded, as 6 sheep in the 
waluw,:y,. would I ,ave lhe same erfl"oCt as 1 cattle 
beast 

The stocking rate is ridiculously low at 6SU/ha. There 
would be considerable feed grown and not used if 
properties of this size were only stocked at this rate, 
and if on non flat contour that would not be able to be 
mown then there would be considerable fire risks. 
Unde1 this defi11itio11 most small properties would need 
to have resource consent, FMP and NRP. 
Drys tock f c::1nni119 definition does not include horses. 
Grazing stock rates have never been as low as 6SU/ha 
even when ballot blocks were allocated in the mid 
1950's. 
The stock unit definitions are too high in particular to 
horses in comparison to dairy cattle. 
I graze my horses and feed them 8kgDM/head to 
animals over 450-S00kg, and 1 0kgDM/head to 600kg 
animals. This is the same feeding rates as to a dry dairy 
cow. The lactating mares get 14kgDM/head which is 
the same as a dairy cow in mid lactation so how can a 
large hack be 12 SU whereas a dairy cow is 10.4SU. 
If a pony was run at 6SU then that excludes the 
stocking rate on properties 4.1 ha . 
Most ponies would be foundered if fed to the definition 
of 6SU/ha. This would cause major animal welfare 
issues 



OPPOSE 

... - ~~ThP ~J~::fi11iffo1:~ of this p0rmittcd ac:tivity Rule needs to 
be Realistic. 

The de11nitic,n of stock units 

3.b.i. The stocking rate is no greater than 
the stocking rate at 22nd October 2016 

Th, '. :uLl11 I(_; I ;;i, ic ,idir 1Ji1JUSly lovv cd GSU/ha. There 
woulG be co11s1dt-1 able feed grown and not used if 
p1 ci1)f I til~s u1 lhis s1zP- wu1 e only stocked at this rate, 
a,,,' i, ,_,n 1,01, 11;_,l, ,ii1\, ,u1· lhi-\1. wuuld not be able to be 
muwn [hen l11e1 u would be considerable fire risks. 
U11dG1· this derinition most small properties would need 
to have resource consent, FMP and NRP. 
Drystock fanning definition does not include horses. 
Grazing stock rates have never been as low as 6SU/ha 
ev,·n when bullot blocks were allocated in the mid 
1950's. 
The stock unit definitions are too high in particular to 
ho1·ses in comparison to dairy cattle. 
I gra2.e my horses and feed them 8kgDM/head to 
animcds ove1 450--500kg, and 10kgDM/head to 600kg 
c,11i11·1al~ This is the same feeding rates as to a dry dairy 
cow The lactating mares get 14kgDM/head which is 
the same 3s a dairy cow in mid lactation so how can a 
large hack be 12 SU whereas a dairy cow is 10.4SU. 
If a pony was run at 6SU then that excludes the 
stocking rate on properties 4.1 ha . 
Most ponies would be foundered if fed to the definition 
of 6SU/ha. This would cause major animal welfare 
issues 
Where do the OVERSEER default figures come from 
and what science is used to determine these figures. 
OVERSEER was never developed to model horses. 
The definition of this permitted activity Rule needs to 
be Realistic. 

This limits how a property could be farmed. Rather than 
a stocking rate at a given date maybe a maximum 
stocking rate should be identified. 



3c,d 

3 e cJnd 4 e ii remove completely 

4b. 11. RG111ove lSkg -R1trogon/ha/yuar and 
replace with 75% percentile nitrogen 
leaching value 

!le.Remove aA-G grazed 

-~ ---------- -- - ----- ~ ----

A lot of properties of 4.1 ha are not farmed so there 
11 1oulcJ IH~, I·: ·ge ;_,.J:-,1 lu the owner of 3c, and if water 

.',,,:;r, 1· c.,, /:r,_r-;i,1r··<d1 1•1t,1:1hGnthismay 
I - - · ' - " t 'h ' I · 1n1_,,· , 11_,;t- ,. · "- 1, . '._.111,,., i,11. 1.u y L ere101c 

1 ', i::uci, 19 ,l,:: ,. 11t_1r cif tl1c: pr~i-)t I fy sign1f1cantly 
I ug1ce 'NIL: 1 sLuck cxcl!Js1on from waterways but 
question 3m on each side. 

I I you I 1;;\ll:; lu w11 qJ!y w1tl I Schedule C which states the 
11ew fences im,lallcd afte1 October 22 2016 must be 1 m 
from the water body, then why is there an additional 
exclusion of 3111 but this doesn't apply to any other rule, 
and there is no information why this additional 
c-:clwjon is 1equircd for properties under this rule. 

In sci 1uJ.ule C ti 10 r--mr is established. In all reference 
to the NRP under a FEP the restriction is not to exceed 
75% ~\c.:·1·ccntilL: 1iitrngi:::11 leaching value so where did 
the figure of 1 SkgN/ha/yr come from. 

If the definitions under cultivation excludes 
recont<:1L11·i119 then how can grazing be worse than 
recontouring. Moving soil is going to cause more 
sediment movement than grazing 
What is the definition of a 15 degree slope- if a paddock 
has variable contour does this include the average of 
the contour. 
If a property that requires a Farm Environment Plan 
can graze slope greater than 15 degrees then why cant 
a property that doesn't require a FEP. 

Cultivation setbacks at 5 metres would result in 
margins that become unproductive and encourages an 
environment or pests and diseases, detrimental weed 
species and fire hazardous grasses in dry conditions. 
Cultivation setbacks will hinder the production on farm 



41 

' ' \ i I illi I iU•. 'i) 

Rule 3.11.5.3 
Permitted Activity Rule 
- Forming actIv1t1es with 
a Farm Environment 
Plan under a Certified 
Industry Scheme 

r ~ r-~1- - ',' ~~;, ;· --

1 o~·p'os~ . 

I 

I 

OPPOSE 

- , - - - -----· . - ----·· ------ ----------- --- -- -- ----.. ---·~·------~ 

I nr·c is!on sought 
I -

~; r ,~ ,_ ,',({,:---- r-r., 
'..._] 

Amend 3.11 5.3 as requested by Federated 
Farmers in their submission. 

Give Reasons 

- - - ---- - ---------

d,_;,~ L .. ', c..i c;;:, .,, .c: ,.1 E-- <111-.,wed tCi be cultivated close to 
w;_,k,11111~:y~;, which 11 ir: I·t ,f'ore will require more area to be 
n!l[1v,decl 1o prnvidr· the same amou1lt of feed. The 
crn1, f"c 1_:1; is u11 c::~,·,t 11t1ai economic component of the 
system, prov1d1ng both feed at times of deficit, 
nutritional value which maintains production and 
animal condition. This supports economic viability of 
the system. 

I arn c.onccrned tlwt this is not practical because for 
exa1i-1ple cultivation of soils allows incorporation of 
fertiliS()tS such as lime wl1ich will increase the pH of the 
sul:isoil, and this allows llle roots to penetrate further 
down which will allow for better persistence of pasture 
under adverse conditions such as drought, and this will 
reduce the usage of imported feeds. 
Cultivation will also remove compaction layers caused 
from stocking rates at any level and this allows the soil 
to b1 eathe lhrough capiilary action which improves soil 
health. 

Cultivation setbacks at 5 metres would result in 
margins that become unproductive and encourages an 
environment or pests and diseases, detrimental weed 
species and fire hazardous grasses in dry conditions. 
Cultivation setbacks will hinder the production on farm 
due to decreased area allowed to be cultivated close to 
waterways, which therefore will require more area to be 
cultivated to provide the same amount of feed. The 
crop feed is an essential economic component of the 
system, providing both feed at times of deficit, 
nutritional value which maintains production and 
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I ~f/ 1 -1, ,, i ~ ,I 

I ()n\1°ns~ 

i 
I 

Rule 3.11.5.4 OPPOSE 
Controlled Activity Rule 
- Farming activities with 
a Farm Environment 
Plan not under a 
Certified Industry 
Scheme 

1 . r, c:ision solight 
I r .. ' I i r 

~ ' ~ ' L ' ' '_; 

WOUfl: like-

Amend 3.11.5.4 as requested by Federated 
Farmers in their submission. 

--

:-:UiJIJOrlS ec0noI, 1ic viability of 
the system 

Due to ongomg technological advances and more 
1cliablc science, the NRP cannot be assumed to always 
be at the point ussessed under current modelling. 
Tlwn' 1s a definite lc1ck of science behind the 
ov1.:r~SEFR model, anrl all models are only as good as 
1hc inifrd cl;it1 that was 11scd to develop them. There 
vvas no soil science done in NZ to determine the losses 
from farming systems into the waterways, and certainly 
never from systems that are under current practice 
today with increased supplementation, and production 
both from animals and pastures. 
In my L:)\.pericnce wlwn we have monitored fertiliser 
lines, under higher stocking rates, production and feed 
inputs, the fertility of those same lines has decreased
not increased as predicted by OVERSEER. 

N restriction will reduce total DM yield which will reduce 
productivity. N can be restricted on timing of application 
so the responses are better and less likely to leach. 
The loss in productivity will affect rural communities. 
Due to ongomg technological advances and more 
reliable science, the NRP cannot be assumed to always 
be at the point assessed under current modelling. 
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Schedule A: 
Registration with 
Waikato Regional 
Council 

Schedule B: Nitrogen 
Reference point 

I 
I 

---

S1:l 

Oririn:-:1"' 
I ,~ :.L~;ion so(J'01)f I -~, 

·- r, t ,_ ' , ( 'I ', ' ( I I I 

/ vioLil,; nfw 

Support with 6a.iii Livestock crossing structures 
ammendment 

OPPOSE Amend Schedule B as requested by 
Federated Farmers in their submission. 

-~-- -c 

i -
1 TL,_ 1,_ ,:-, ., JLi1niil LJ, uf :,i:1enl ,' behind the 
I 0\'rR'.'.fTR mudcL ;rn,J all models arc only as good as 

1hc ;nifril J;1t,, that \\as used to develop them. There 
,, «:: 110 :;,_)il sciu1cc- done in NZ to determine the losses 
from forming systems into the waterways, and certainly 
never from systems that are under current practice 
today with increased supplementation, and production 
both from animals and pastures. 
The 11itwgrn 1ric1l work conducted at Ruakura showed 
7~0kgN/lw hc1d the same effect as the control on soil 
water N levels. 
In my c:-.pcricncc when we have monitored fertiliser 
lines, tinckr higher stocking rates, production and feed 
inputs, tlw fertility of those same lines has decreased
not incrcasc-d as predicted by OVERSEER. 

The definition is for lawfully established structures. 
However there are historical structures which have 
been used for years. 

Maybe should say new structures to be lawful 

As we don't know what the 75 nitrogen percentile is, or 
where we sit in it, then we can only assume that 
reducing nitrogen inputs on the farm is going to result 
in less pasture growth. A 20% decrease in nitrogen 
supplied, would result in a decrease of dry matter of 
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gr, - s ~,--,,,,,1:1 pc1 iler·tdc This would result in a 
', :!· ,r 1>111 r;1sl 1.,e,!·i1101·:1tc, as well as an asset loss. 
I c·:::, i·1i1109en ,.:ipplied (;n the farm will reduce not only 
:1 :. pl,,1 ,: , ;ua, 1lii/ but ihP plant quality which would 
r<'d1 ice the tot;~I amount of pasture grown per hectare 
Plar,ts require nitrogen to grow, therefore reducing the 
nitrogen applied on farm, will decrease the plant 
persistence particularly going forward into drier 
conditions. 
~c;dU1..,1..,J 11itru~c:n loss 1·estrictions will limit the amount 
of pastu1 c grnwn on the farm, therefore reducing the 
;:-,1110 1_1 11t of milk solirls or meat and wool produced, 
which will 1c-,duce income received and reduce the 
1 irnfit:,bility Tl lis has a morn severe impact when the 
I )ay-1: it drnps Tht, pasture grown can be offset by 
brnughl in feed but this would not only cost more, but 
will also influence the NRP. Nitrogen losses can be 
mitigated on farm by using products such as ProGibb 
which gives a lesser response than nitrogen products 
at a higher cost Or by using low protein products such 
as maiLe silage which would cost considerably more 
than the cost of growing additional grass. These 
mitigc.:tion methods would considerably increase the 
on-farm costs and reduce the overall farm viability. 

Due to ongoing technological advances and more 
reliable science, the NRP cannot be assumed to always 
be at the point assessed under current modelling, and so 
should not be taken as the highest value going forward 
as new evidence becomes available through science. 
There is a definite lack of science behind the 
OVERSEER model, and all models are only as good as 
the initial data that was used to develop them. There 
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50 Schedule C: Stock 
Exclusion 
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5i and 5iii 
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, ,: 1it: ,;],,1,:!l'l d,,,1,_ ;1,N;~tuJl'lun1incthclosscs 
[; d[lc r I rni1:g :,) ,',(,_jJl~ ill~U lhc wakJ \/,ays, and certainly 
,j,_' 1 u Crl1111 S) ;:ilcmt, that arc under current practice 
' ' ·-1 . 1 1 t 1· d d . iuLlc') \\ 11 -, 111uL·,1.,cu ::,upi:m:men a 1011, an pro uct1on 
both from animals and pastures. 
In my experience when we have monitored fertiliser 
lines, unckr higher stocking rates, production and feed 
inputs, the fertility of those same lines has decreased
JJOt incffr1scd as prcdic1cd by OVERSEER. 

- --- ~ - - - -----~----__, 
Shcq1 n,-l-cl to be included as 5 sheep in a water body is 
1hc equivalent of a cattle beast. 
W,1kr ccticulation must be available to dry stock so this 
will require water cons.:nts which are already over 
allocated according to the CSG page 14. 

Recreational use of rivers and lakes has always been 
11sccl for riding, and is of essence to the kiwi way oflife, 
and not just for iwi. 
It is fair to exclude horses from waterways in their 
grazing situation but waterways have been used for 
training purposes to educate horses particularly for 
eventing, pony club camps etc. 
Docs this include water jumps on cross country 
courses? 


